How Did Wakaadiiyag get his colours
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Every day Wakaadiiyag played hide and seek with his friends but always lost because of his florescent green colour.

After Black Bird found Wakaadiiyag time and time again he got sad that he never had the chance to win at hide and seek, so he went for a walk far into the dark forest to try and feel better.
But he came across the Creator who decided to give Wakaadiiyag the ability to change colours with his environment because he understood the problems because of several other Frogs who could not protect themselves from snake, so he told Wakaadiiyag in order to change colour you have to eat every berry with the colour you want to be.

At first it was difficult for Wakaadiiyag, but eventually after practice and hard work he ate every single berry in the forest until he could flawlessly change colour.
From now on everyday Wakaadiiyag was the hide and seek champion and all his hard work paid off because he even used his new found ability to hide from predators.

No other animal could ever find Wakaadiiyag ever again because he got so good at changing colours and he was finally happy, The End!
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